WILEY X® EYEWEAR MODELS PROVIDE HUNTERS, SHOOTERS
AND MILITARY TROOPS ACROSS THE GLOBE
WITH CLEAR VISION AND ULTIMATE PROTECTION.
As a leading provider of eyewear products to the U.S. military as well as many other countries in the
World, Wiley X®, Inc. has built a reputation for absolute premium protection. Hunters, competitive
shooters and gun enthusiasts of all kinds will benefit from this same reputation, thanks to a full roster of
shatterproof Wiley X sunglasses developed for the shooting, military and outdoor life.
Among the many Wiley X models engineered for the military as well as for hunters and shooters are
members of the company’s innovative Changeable Series — glasses that combine sharp visual acuity,
military-grade eye protection and the flexibility to change out multiple lens options to match specific
conditions and shooting/hunting situations.
The Wiley X Saber Advanced is designed for shooting sports and other
tactical situations. For example, it is specially designed for use with hearing
protection. The sturdy temple arms remove quickly, and can be replaced with
a snap-in elastic strap to both reduce pressure on the sides of the head and
ensure a secure fit during heavy action. This lightweight design also features
an Ultra FoamTM Brow Bar to keep sweat and debris off your face, dual
injected non-slip adjustable temples and a tailored nosepiece that adjusts to
various size noses for a secure, comfortable fit.

Wiley X’s Saber Advanced Changeable Series model is
an affordable (with retail price from just €44,50),
versatile choice for shooters and hunters designed for
Medium, Large or Extra Large head sizes. It is offered
with subtle Matte Black frames and a variety of premium
lens options — including Pale Yellow, Light Rust,
Smoke Grey, Clear and Vermillion — to match any
conditions or shooting activities.
All these Changeable Series models are built to the highest standards, meeting stringent EN.166F, ANSI
Z87.1 High Velocity and High Mass Impact Safety standards as well as the updated MIL-PRF-32432
(GL) MCEP Standard (superseding the GL-PD 10-12 MCEP Standard) for combat protective eyewear.
This level of proven protection is a key reason why Wiley X is a top eyewear choice for law enforcement
and other tactical applications, in addition to military users around the globe.
In addition to advanced impact protection, Wiley Xʼs lenses also provide 100% UVA and UVB protection.
For more information on Wiley X’s full line of performance protective eyewear for tactical use, hunting,
shooting, and the great outdoors – please visit the Wiley x stand 320 in Hall 6 and www.wileyx.eu

ABOUT WILEY X
Wiley X® Europe LLC is located in Vemb, Denmark, and is one of the leading manufacturers of protective
eyewear in the world and the only manufacturer, who certifies all models as protective eyewear.
Wiley X® provides protective eyewear to military units and law enforcement personnel all around the
world. Besides protective eyewear for governmental use, Wiley X® is known for producing High- End
Eyewear, available with and without prescription lenses, for any activity or sports in the great Outdoors.
Wiley X® is also the proud eyewear license holder and producer of many recognized brands globally,
such as DVX®, Harley-Davidson®, John Deere®, 5.11 Tactical® and Remington® as the latest addition to
the portfolio.
To learn more about Wiley X Europe and the company’s entire line of advanced eyewear for work and
play – please contact Wiley X Europe LLC at telephone: (+45) 96 93 00 45 or visit us online at
www.wileyx.eu
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